GMOs aka Genetically Modified Organisms
GMOs do not occur in nature. They are not natural.

Fracking affects all life. Fracking uses astronomical amounts of water,
poisons it and puts it back into the earth. All for something that we can
definitely survive without. Man survived without it for thousands of
years.

Cross pollinated and hybridized plant species are not GMOs.
GMOs are created in a laboratory in a petri dish under a microscope.

Please research: Fracking health effects. Hydrofracking. Bulgaria,
France, Germany, and Ireland banning all fracking operations. Jessica
Ernst vs. Encana. And water shortages due to fracking.

The DNA of one organism is spliced with the DNA of another organism
using a specific type of bacterium. The DNA splicing can be plant to
plant. Animal to animal. Or plant to animal and vice versa.

Geoengineering:

An example of a GMO is the Artic Strawberry. This GMO was
developed by splicing the DNA of a strawberry with the DNA of an
Arctic flounder.
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The purpose of creation for this GMO was to create a strawberry that
is not susceptible to frost.

Chemicals have been released into the atmosphere at radical rates
with the intention of arresting solar radiation, suppressing hail and
mitigating greenhouse gases.

Laboratory animals that have been ingesting GMO foods have been
found riddled with tumors.

Chemicals being sprayed into the atmosphere are silver iodide,
aluminum and barium to name a few.

GMOs are in most fast food and processed foods today.

There are no known studies on the long term effects of geoengineering
on Earth or its life support systems.

The company Monsanto is at the helm of the heavy advocacy and
strong arming of GMO’s.
Please research: Glyphosate (aka Rounduo) being found in the breast
milk of women and the cord blood of new born babies in North
America, the company Monsanto, Percy Schmeiser vs. Monsanto, the
250,000 farmers in India who have ended their lives in the last ten (10)
years after consistent GMO Monsanto corn crop failures. In addition to
France and Germany, other European countries that have placed bans
on the cultivation and sale of GMOs include Austria, Hungary, Greece,
and Luxembourg. Poland has also tried to institute a ban, with backlash
from the European Commission.
Hydraulic Fracturing (Fracking):
Fracking is a process used to remove natural gas from deep
underground. A deep horizontal and then vertical hole is drilled into
the earth. The hole is cased, and then a large amount of drinkable
water is pumped down the hole along with sand and multiple
chemicals. The hole is then put under a massive amount of pressure.
This creates instability downhole. The end goal of fracking is for the
particles of sand to enter into numerous cracks and fractures created
by this process and release naturally occurring pockets of natural gas
for capture.

If you would like to print off your own copies please visit:

http://thegardenofresistance.com/global-flyer-drop
(please translate into your own primary language and distribute)

Geoengineering is a relatively newer term to the English language.
Geoengineering is a technology used to modify the weather and
Earth's atmosphere.

Once the life of the frackhole is complete, the wastewater is removed
and pumped into a wastewater containment system. Between the
fracking process itself and the containment systems, somewhere along
the way the casing breaks, disintegrates or degrades and the
wastewater is released, eventually ending up in the ground water
systems, aquifers and water tables of surrounding areas.

Please research: Weather Modification, HAARP, Cloud Seeding, Silver
Iodide, the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for silver iodide,
Alberta’s & Serbia’s Hail Suppression Project, The Geoengineering
Model Intercomparison Project (GeoMIP)
Geoengineering is a global issue.
The Banking System:
Within the countries of Canada and the United States there are few
differences in our banking systems. The structures are the same, but
Canada has the Bank of Canada and the USA has the Federal Reserve.
The citizenry of both countries are battling the corruption and tyranny
of the private banks. It is probable that North America is not alone in
this.
The Banking System supports and enables the war machine and other
foreign invasions, and the corruption of all levels of government and
industry. They also hold humanity hostage via interest rates and debt
slavery.
This is a huge topic so only terms of reference for research purposes
will be presented here: The LIBOR Scandal, the 1%, Fractional Reserve
Banking, Interest Rigging, Bank Bailouts, the IMF, the creation of BRICS
and the World Bank.
Finally, according to the Bank of International Settlements, the global
debt is $100 Trillion USD. Please ask yourself whom that debt is owed
to, and how that is even possible.

The Mainstream Media:
Interestingly enough, a very small number of corporations own the
world’s radio, newspapers, networks and TV stations.
The information we are given is manipulated and subjective, meant to
incite a particular response from the audience, which is us!
Please research: The Citizen Disclosure Project and all Witnesses
mentioned on their website, Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth,
Project MK-Ultra and Operation Paperclip, Fukushima and Dr. Helen
Caldicott to name a few.

Solutions for ALL topics mentioned:

Hydraulic Fracking:

A Final Note:

There are alternatives to natural gas AND oil. The profits of the natural
resource mining industries do not outweigh humanity's right to live
AND live healthily and vibrantly!

These issues that affect all of humanity can be traced back to the
corruption and collusion of the elite or rich and the government with
industry.

Technologies to explore: Rocket Thermal Mass Heaters, Rocket Stoves,
solar water heaters, Hemp as a stand-alone energy industry, solar
power, magnetic energy, and ocean current energy among so many
others.

It is possible to co-exist without tyranny and control. It is possible to
work together to co-create new sustainable communities and a new
world where all human beings can meet their needs in abundance. It is
possible to live without government.

Paramount to that, it is vital that we protect any and all water sources
around us including the one(s) within our communities. Assist and
support those who are directly affected by the harm being caused by
hydraulic fracking whether it is their health or their family farm at risk.

Please consider researching permaculture, aquaponics, cob homes and
earth Ship Building, Sustainable Communities, the Venus Project, the
Four Hour Work day and the UBUNTU party to name a few

First of all… Don’t Panic! Just breathe 
We promise that being afraid and full of fear won’t serve you or
anyone else.

We need the waters and lands of this Earth to survive and THRIVE! So
we can too!
The Banking System:

Just know that there are tens of thousands around the world that are
working together to help each other and find solutions. You are not
alone in exploring and holding all of this knowledge.
Research these topics on the internet and in your libraries and
communities if you can, but don’t stop there. There are so many things
we wish we were able to share but these were of the utmost
importance to relay as they all directly affect mankind’s freedom,
health and general well-being. Document everything you discover and
share it with others. Reach out. Raise awareness. Write to your local
papers. Talk to your community members. And then Organize!

This is such a huge one. But, it begins with but a single step: get away
from the big banks. Move every financial product you can to a Credit
Union. Credit Unions are not banks. Carry cash; use as little plastic as
possible. Billions are made off of our transaction fees for the banks
every quarter. Read the fine print. You are not a loan. You are a human
being. They do not own you. Become as self-reliant as possible. We the
people have bailed them out time and time again. No more handouts
to the banks!
Research: Credit Unions, barter and trade, resource based economies
and gift economies.

There is vast abundance in this world. But it is being hoarded by those
at the ‘top’ and the laws created by them stand in the way for many of
us. And it’s time to come together and co-create change.
The most important thing you need to know is that You Matter.
You are Important. And you have meaning and purpose in this world.
Living a life of struggle, sickness, fear, scarcity, isolation and alienation
is not it.
There are better ways.
And you have a right to a better life. You have a right to be a thriving
part of this world. And you have a right to reach out for that.
Why?
Because you were born a human being.

Solutions for the Hot Topics

GMOs:

Geoengineering:

Grow your own food if possible, collaborate with community or family
members and build a garden, preferably indoors due to the effects of
geoengineering by-products in the Earth’s atmosphere. Focus on
heirloom and open pollinated non-GMO seeds. Trade produce with
others. Buy produce locally from Farmer's Markets. Remove fast foods
and processed foods from your diet as much as possible. Take care of
your health and the health of those you care for by eating as 'back to
nature' as possible. Read labels and lobby governments to ensure that
GMO foods are either labelled or banned from the human chain of
nutritional consumption altogether.

It is as simple as that.

Test plant tissues around you that appear sickly. Publish the results.
Many people all across the world have been documenting the damage
occurring in the natural world due to the chemicals being sprayed into
our atmosphere.
Demand transparency, demand accountability from everyone in
government and within the industry. Demand that the pollution of our
environment end.
The technologies we need that will save us do exist. There are better
ways!
The only way they are able to do what is being done is because we
have permitted it to happen. And not enough people know.

We know that we are intrinsically interconnected.
We know that our well- being is linked to yours.
And we are all in this together…
So please join us in the most epic journey of freedom in human history.

P.S. Did YOU know about any of this?

The Mainstream Media:

We didn’t once. And our minds were so blown away.
We are grateful that we could share it with you now.
Thank you for listening and caring.

WE have become the Media. We watch, research, take stock, consider
and listen. We use our skills of discernment, critical thinking and logic.
We look to citizens on the ground to share what is actually happening
when things are taking place in this world. We know the media has an
agenda. That is enough for us not to rely on it as a reliable source of
information. Take pictures, use video. Document everything. And then
share it with the rest of the world through grassroots or social media.

Sincerely,

Your Human Family from Around the World

